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customers by charging different prices based on payment
cost or otherwise encouraging (steering) their customers to
use lower cost payment methods. But American Express’s
“non-discrimination provisions” (NDPs) and other credit
card networks’ anti-steering rules have long restricted mer-
chant steering strategies.
Defenders of American Express’s NDPs contend the eco-

nomic framework of two-sided markets justifies the NDPs
because the NDPs sustain greater benefits provided to mer-
chants’ cardholder customers. But that is a fallacy. It is the
NDPs themselves that ensure that American Express retains
the economic features of a two-sided platform. Without the
NDPs, merchants could more effectively reward customers
who use lower cost cards, and such private bargaining between
merchants and their own customers could efficiently resolve
payment externalities and benefit consumers in the aggregate.
The harmfulness of the NDPs does not turn on the lan-

guage used to describe the relevant market, and even in a two-
sided framework the NDPs harm merchants (and the public
at large) by more than they benefit American Express’s card-
holder customers. The Supreme Court nevertheless found in
favor of American Express, and thereby thwarted an effort to
use antitrust laws to enhance payment efficiency. Although
the Court’s decision may appear to erect new obstacles to
plaintiffs challenging conduct in markets that might be char-
acterized as two-sided, the tasks confronting economists in
antitrust litigation remain largely unchanged.

Background
Merchants pay fees to accept credit and debit card payments.
Of the major U.S. credit card brands, merchants have tend-
ed to pay the highest fees for American Express and the low-
est fees for Discover, with Mastercard and Visa occupying
similar intermediate positions.4 High merchant fees cause
credit card acceptance costs to exceed the cost to accept cash
payments.5 Credit card acceptance costs also increased sig-
nificantly despite the digital revolution of the past quarter
century.6

Merchants and their customers—the two “sides” of this
platform—together benefit most when their economic incen-
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CONTROVER S I E S  R E G A RD I NG  
payment systems were neither born with nor
will be laid to rest by Ohio v. American Express.1

In the United States, money and payment sys-
tems have been at the center of intense policy

disputes since long before the establishment of antitrust laws,
and, indeed, before the establishment of the United States.
The reason is simple: virtually all other markets depend on
payment systems to complete transactions. The exercise of
market power in payment system markets is akin to the
imposition of a privately collected excise tax that distorts
markets throughout the economy. With retail sales approach-
ing $6 trillion annually in the United States, the ability to
impose and maintain an anticompetitive tax of even a frac-
tion of one percent on the value of retail payments can gen-
erate harm to the public which likely dwarfs that involved in
any other antitrust dispute. 
I explained 20 years ago that an inefficient outcome aris-

es in payment markets when prices do not adjust to reflect
cost differences across payment methods, a phenomenon I
called price coherence.2 Price coherence has long caused a
market failure known as Gresham’s Law: “Bad money drives
out the good.”3 Today, Gresham’s Law arises from an exter-
nality and free-rider problem: each consumer would be bet-
ter off if other consumers used payments that cost merchants
less (so retail prices would be lower), but many consumers are
privately rewarded by credit card issuers for using cards that
cost merchants more. Card issuers are deterred from low
merchant cost strategies because their rivals are, in econom-
ic effect, bribing consumers to use more costly cards.
The economically sensible solution to this problem is to

permit merchants to align their incentives with those of their
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tives regarding payments are aligned at the point of sale.
When payment choices affect merchant costs, the merchant
might set different prices based on payment method or oth-
erwise “steer” their customers away from high cost payment
options and towards lower cost alternatives. But American
Express’s NDPs prohibit merchants that accept that card
brand from engaging in efforts to encourage use of alterna-
tive card brands or discourage use of American Express cards.7

Mastercard and Visa have long enforced similar restraints.8

These rules suppress interbrand competition between pay-
ment networks at the point of sale. Protected by anti-steer-
ing rules, each network can set high merchant fees without
losing transaction volume to an existing or new low-fee card
network. These vertical restraints thus have a horizontal anti-
competitive effect.9

Separate government and private litigation concerning
anti-steering rules enforced by Mastercard and Visa on one
hand, and by American Express on the other, have interact-
ed in complex but important ways. Mastercard and Visa set-
tled with the Department of Justice, agreeing to permit steer-
ing in favor of alternative card brands, and with a merchant
class to permit surcharging of Mastercard and Visa credit
cards (in addition to up to $7.25 billion in monetary relief ).
Under the private settlement, merchants were permitted to
surcharge Mastercard and Visa credit card transactions if
they also surcharged by at least as much other, more costly
credit card brands (often meaning American Express).
Mastercard and Visa, however, continue to forbid surcharg-
ing of their respective debit card transactions. 
The Second Circuit overturned the Mastercard and Visa

merchant class settlement, finding that a damages class and an
injunctive relief class required separate counsel.10 A new set-
tlement agreement was recently reached with the damages
class.11 Although Mastercard and Visa continue to litigate
with the injunctive relief class, neither of those networks have
reinstated their no-surcharge rules in the United States.
American Express’s NDPs remained a significant obstacle

to competition. The NDPs forbid surcharging of American
Express card transactions unless the merchant surcharges all
other card transactions (including debit card transactions,
for which Mastercard and Visa prohibit surcharging) by at
least as much as the merchant surcharges American Express
card transactions. Between them, the Mastercard, Visa, and
American Express rules thus effectively continue to preclude
merchants from surcharging any credit card transactions if
they continue to accept all those brands (as do most major
merchants). American Express preliminarily agreed to settle
with a proposed merchant class to permit parity surcharges on
all credit card brands without a merchant needing to sur-
charge debit card transactions. By permitting merchants to
more effectively discourage use of credit cards in favor of
lower cost debit cards the settlement would have better
aligned the incentives of merchants and their customers, but
it would not have facilitated direct interbrand competition
among credit card networks at the point of sale. The

American Express merchant class settlement was rejected by
the district court, at least in part for reasons unrelated to the
economic merits of the settlement.12

The Department of Justice and several states continued to
trial with American Express with respect to elements of the
NDPs that prohibited steering in favor of rival card brands.
The government plaintiffs did not take a position with
respect to surcharging of American Express transactions, but
private litigation continues with respect to all aspects of the
NDPs. At trial, American Express argued that its “differen-
tiated business model,” including relatively high merchant
fees it claimed were needed to fund its cardholder rewards
program, enhanced competition but would be unsustainable
if merchants could steer towards lower cost brands.13 As I will
explain, this defense sheds light on the NDPs’ competitive
effects.
The district court found the challenged aspects of the

NDPs unlawful.14 The Second Circuit reversed, invoking the
concept of two-sided markets developed in an economic lit-
erature spawned by antitrust controversies involving credit
card networks.15 The Supreme Court granted certiorari and
affirmed the appellate court’s decision, thereby missing an
opportunity to advance the efficient reform of payment mar-
kets after literally centuries of market failure, monopolization,
and cartel conduct. Like the Second Circuit, the Supreme
Court invoked economic literature concerning two-sided
markets––although, as Michael Katz explains, in important
respects the Second Circuit and Supreme Court misapplied
key insights of that literature.16

Externalities, the Coase Theorem, and 
Payment Efficiency
The Supreme Court based its decision in American Express on
its finding that American Express operates a “two-sided plat-
form [that] offers different products or services to two dif-
ferent groups who both depend on the platform to interme-
diate between them.”17 The Court adopts the idea that in a
two-sided platform the “optimal price might require charg-
ing the side with more elastic demand a below-cost (or even
negative) price.”18 But the Court misses a key point: it is the
existence of anti-steering rules that makes merchant demand
for each card brand inelastic and ensures the existence of
two-sided effects. The “optimal” pricing described by the
court refers to what is optimal for a card network that enforces
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anti-steering rules, not for consumers. Charging high prices
to purchasers with demand made inelastic by parallel sets of
vertical restraints that suppress competition between rival
platforms is economically indistinguishable from profit-max-
imizing monopoly pricing. And charging a “negative” price
to cardholders that choose the payment brand (when the
merchant pays the resulting fees) is economically analogous
to the principal-agent market failure that can accompany a
commercial bribe or kickback. 
Consumers typically have several payment options at 

the point of sale (and could arrange to have others). Most
American Express cardholders also carry a Mastercard or Visa
credit card; many carry a Discover card or could easily do so.19

A merchant’s customer has an incentive to choose the pay-
ment method that maximizes the customer’s own marginal
benefit net of any privately incurred marginal costs. In recent
years, many customers’ strong preferences to use particular
credit cards have been influenced by reward programs that
provide cash or in-kind benefits that accrue with purchases
initiated using a particular card.20 Those strong preferences
emerged with anti-steering rules in effect, and would cause
most merchants to lose significant sales and profits by uni-
laterally discontinuing acceptance of any of the major card
brands.
If the merchant is indifferent between payment meth-

ods—or acts like it is indifferent—the customer’s unilateral
economic incentives drive the payment choice. For example,
if the customer benefits by one dollar more from card A than
from card B, card A will tend to be used. But if card A costs
the merchant two dollars more than the use of the card B
there is an externality that causes an inefficiency: the choice
is made based only on the customer’s costs and benefits, not
considering those of the merchant. The joint (social) net ben-
efit of customer plus merchant is maximized if the customer
uses card B, yet A is used. In a world without other transac-
tion costs or restraints, a deal will be struck that benefits both
customer and merchant. If the merchant offers a purchase
price lower by at least one dollar to customers who use card
B, the customer will make the efficient choice to use B. 
This is simply an illustration of the Coase Theorem: absent

transaction costs, an efficient outcome will result from private
bargaining. In this case bargaining between a merchant and its
own customer will induce the customer to internalize what
otherwise would be an externality arising from the effects of
the customer’s payment choice on the costs incurred by the
merchant (and by extension, the merchant’s other customers).
When costs of negotiation between the customer and mer-
chant are low enough that private bargaining achieves the
efficient outcome, the two-sided effects disappear. The mar-
ket is then properly viewed as one-sided notwithstanding the
existence of separate services provided to two parties that
interact with one another.21 In an efficient private bargaining
outcome reflecting Coase-like conditions, the relative price
structure to the two sides does not matter to the economic
outcome: a shift in the fee charged by the platform from the

merchant to the cardholder, for example, merely changes the
amount of a side payment between merchant and cardhold-
er by the same amount.
The Court misses the irony: American Express relies on

the fact that it operates a two-sided platform to defend 
its NDPs, yet it is the NDPs that ensure that the American
Express platform retains the key economic characteristics of
a two-sided platform. Anti-steering rules like the NDPs are
obstacles to the attainment of efficiency in payment markets,
not tools to attain efficiency. Inefficiency in payments arose
historically because transaction costs—such as determining
the weight and purity of a gold coin or the solvency of issuers
and redemption cost of privately issued currency—were high,
preventing merchants from privately resolving externalities.
Modern technology would make it far easier today for mer-
chants to solve this economic problem if they are permitted
to do so. But credit card networks have used anti-steering
rules to prevent merchants and their customers from attain-
ing payment efficiency. The reason is simple: as with com-
mercial bribery, two-sided platform pricing as practiced by
card payment networks with anti-steering rules in place can
result in substantial overcharges and profits relative to a more
competitive marketplace.

The NDPs Cause Merchants to Pay Higher Fees
As a credit card brand’s acceptance cost increases, a mer-
chant unfettered by vertical restraints becomes increasingly
likely to adopt one or more steering strategies to encourage
the use of cheaper alternatives and discourage use of the cost-
ly card. Some customers respond to steering strategies by
shifting their payment choices.22 Higher merchant fees there-
by generate normal competitive feedback: all else equal, high-
er cost networks lose transaction volume to lower price rivals. 
Under American Express’s NDPs, however, merchants

that continue to accept American Express cards are largely
powerless to shift transaction volume from American Express
to lower cost rivals. The NDPs thus reduce the elasticity of
demand faced by American Express and enhance its market
power over merchants.
American Express’s ability to exercise market power exceeds

what might be suggested from market share statistics alone.
Some merchants do not accept American Express cards, but
in the United States merchants that accept those cards account
for a large share of retail sales. American Express accounts for
a large share of cards issued to corporate customers, and
employers often require employees to use their company-pro-
vided cards for business expenses. Individual cardholders, too,
tend to have strong preferences to use particular cards, includ-
ing American Express cards, due to reward programs that
encourage loyalty. A merchant that stops accepting American
Express cards thus risks losing a significant amount of sales.23

The same is true for each of the other major brands: at any
point in time, many cardholders carry only one of those
brands or have strong preferences to use a particular card. The
economics literature explains that as structured, each network
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can a party satisfy its burden, were key legal issues in the lit-
igation. 
Even accepting that the plaintiff had the burden to show

overall harm in the two-sided marketplace, the economic evi-
dence would seem to have satisfied that burden. American
Express argued that the merchant fee revenue protected by its
NDPs is used to fund benefits (most notably a rewards pro-
gram) to cardholders. Only a portion of higher merchant
fees, however, flowed to cardholders, with some of the high-
er fee revenue increasing American Express’s profits. The
“two-sided price,” in other words, increases along with increas-
es in merchant fees, such as those American Express concedes
result from the NDPs.30 The public overall is harmed by the
NDPs because the increased cost to merchants exceeds the
incremental benefit that flows to a subset of consumers—
American Express cardholders—who are encouraged by
American Express’s reward program to use their American
Express cards. 
As the district court correctly understood, if the incre-

mental benefits to American Express cardholders from using
that brand truly exceeded the incremental cost to merchants
of accepting that brand, then American Express cardholders
would have an incentive to use their American Express cards
notwithstanding merchant steering.31 If, for example, a mer-
chant can provide a customer a two-dollar benefit at the cost
of one dollar to the merchant, even charging a one dollar sur-
charge for use of the card will not deter its use. That
American Express believed its cardholders would defect in
large numbers if merchants could steer is itself evidence that
the total, two-sided effect of the NDPs is harmful. With the
NDPs in effect, even American Express cardholders may be
worse off by the combination of higher retail prices and
enhanced rewards, yet they have no economic incentive to
discontinue their use of their costly American Express cards
because their unilateral switch to a lower cost card has a de
minimis effect on retail prices. 

Practical Effects on Antitrust Litigation
Going forward, antitrust litigants and experts may face a
heightened expectation that they analyze price and output
evidence holistically. In many contexts, that has likely always
been a sensible approach. On the other hand, the Supreme
Court’s analysis of output in this case was neither holistic nor
sensible.
The Supreme Court dismissed the district court’s finding

that higher merchant fees were not offset by increased card-
holder rewards based on the fact that overall output—usage
of credit cards—in the U.S. economy “grew dramatically
from 2008 to 2013.”32 The Court’s reasoning is flawed for
two reasons. First, as noted by the dissent, the relevant out-
put test should compare actual output under the restraints to
the counterfactual output that would have prevailed absent
the restraints.33 Although, in some cases, a before-after review
of data might be illuminating, in this case the restraints were
enforced throughout the period cited by the Court. The

has a “bottleneck” monopoly over merchants and can exercise
market power.24

Because American Express is generally the high-cost brand,
American Express’s NDPs act as an umbrella that also shields
Mastercard, Visa, and Discover from the emergence of com-
petition at the point of sale. A rival card network that might
be tempted to compete with a low merchant fee strategy is
deterred from such a strategy by the fact that each merchant
is prohibited from providing a benefit to a customer that uses
the low-cost brand. Discover, for example, entered the cred-
it card industry in the mid-1980s, offering lower fees to mer-
chants than merchants paid to accept Mastercard and Visa
(let alone American Express). Simultaneously, Discover
(unlike almost all other card issuers) charged no annual fee
and offered cardholders a “cash back bonus,” an early reward
program that provided a rebate based on the cardholder’s
spending, whether or not the cardholder revolved a balance
and paid finance charges.25 In other words, Discover in effect
reduced prices on both sides of the marketplace, taking less
fee revenue from merchants and giving some of that revenue
to cardholders. That Discover became profitable despite its
smaller scale, reduced fees, and cash rebates illustrates the
market power already embedded at that time in fees charged
by the other brands.
Discover’s low merchant fee strategy was useful to entice

merchants to accept Discover cards initially, but thereafter
was ineffective at significantly growing Discover’s share of
credit card transactions because its larger rival card networks
each prohibited merchants from steering traffic to Discover.
Maintaining lower prices but gaining no incremental volume
as a result is not a profit- maximizing strategy. So, in the shad-
ow of its rivals’ anti-steering rules, Discover increased its
merchant fees towards parity with the other brands.26 The
district court sensibly concluded that the NDPs result in
higher prices charged to merchants by all major credit card
networks.27 Moreover, higher merchant fees predictably lead
to higher retail prices paid by all consumers, whether they
used American Express cards, another credit card, or cash.28

If merchants steered towards lower cost cards, American
Express would have an economic incentive to reduce its
fees. This is, in fact, what occurred in Australia, where reg-
ulatory intervention permitted merchants to surcharge cred-
it card transactions and apply differential surcharges (or sur-
charge only some card brands) beginning in 2003. American
Express’s merchant fee premium relative to Mastercard and
Visa has steadily eroded since then, yet American Express
continues to operate in Australia.29

The NDPs Cause Higher Two-Sided Prices 
American Express’s NDPs suppress interbrand competition
among payment networks, causing merchants to pay higher
fees to accept credit cards. A relevant economic question is
whether there are benefits from the conduct that exceed the
harm. How that question is to be addressed in a rule of rea-
son analysis, which party has the burden of proof, and how
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Court’s output conclusion is analogous to observing that
world oil output increased during the life of the OPEC oil
cartel and concluding that OPEC had no anticompetitive
effect.
The second reason this output test is flawed is subtler, 

but equally important. The economic forces underlying
Gresham’s Law are exclusionary in nature: bad money drives
out the good. It is rational for individual consumers to use
high-cost credit cards that provide even modest rewards, even
if that causes lower cost cards to fall into disuse. Exclusionary
conduct often can increase the output of the firms engaged
in that conduct relative to that of alternatives. Card net-
works’ anti-steering rules reduce the use of lower cost alter-
native payment methods. It is unclear whether credit card use
was enhanced by many years of parallel enforcement of anti-
steering rules by all leading card networks, as the higher fees
deterred some merchants from accepting the cards. In any
event, the district court found that the higher merchant costs
to accept cards led to higher merchant prices borne by all
retail consumers, not just American Express card users. A
truly holistic analysis would find that the NDPs, like sales
taxes, lead to an overall reduction in retail output.
Although the case represents a setback in the quest for

more competitive payment markets, American Express may
have only modest effects on the tasks facing attorneys and
economists in other antitrust cases. Many defendants are like-
ly to assert that they serve a two-sided market, and it may take
some time for courts to refine the circumstances under which
they will consider purported benefits on the other side of such
markets.34 Plaintiffs’ experts will have to anticipate and ana-
lyze potential two-sided defenses, but where two-sided effects
are important in a market, the existence of the issues may be
obvious (as with credit card rewards) or the defenses will
emerge during the discovery process. Plaintiffs should ensure
that discovery is designed to reveal any justifications or alleged
efficiencies, whether on the same side or another side of 
the marketplace, and defendants should readily offer such
defenses. A novel two-sided defense that appears for the first
time in a defendant’s expert report may be less credible (and
may still be subject to rebuttal).
One risk from a rule that the plaintiff must show overall

net harm in a two-sided market is that defendants may claim
the existence of benefits on the other side that are vague,
unmeasurable, and of a different character than the anti-
competitive effects, making direct comparisons and quanti-
tative determination of the net two-sided effect difficult. The
credit card industry, with reward programs the cost of which
might be observable, might be among the easiest of market-
places in which to compute a two-sided price effect, and
even here the district court found there was no reliable meas-
ure of that price. Requiring a plaintiff to establish this with
precision in less clear circumstances would potentially immu-
nize clearly anticompetitive conduct. The Second Circuit, for
example, emphasized the lack of a reliable determination of
a net two-sided price history, notwithstanding the district

court’s determination that American Express increased mer-
chant fees by more than it increased rewards.35 Showing sig-
nificant overall harm should be sufficient to establish liabil-
ity, even if the precise magnitude of the net harm is elusive.
Few rule of reason cases in one-sided markets, after all, are
decided by precise computation and weighing of harms and
benefits. 
It remains to be seen whether courts might determine

that damages must be adjusted to account for the fraction of
overcharges that flowed to the other side. If a plaintiff pur-
chaser suffers an injury in a one-sided market where there is
overall harm, damages typically are based on the magnitude
of that plaintiff’s injury even if some other purchaser might
have benefited from the unlawful conduct. Defendants might
argue that failure to adjust damages for any benefits received
by the other side results in over-deterrence, but the same
argument could be made also in one-sided markets. 
In short, two-sided defenses may appear difficult to ana-

lyze, but so are many defenses offered in one-sided cases.
Courts and juries have nonetheless evaluated evidence of
competitive harm and evidence of competitive benefits—
often rejecting one or the other as insignificant—and reached
decisions in a vast and diverse array of antitrust cases. The
Court may have provided guidance on the process for eval-
uating conduct in two-sided markets, but the outcomes in
these cases will continue to be determined by the ability of
parties and experts to marshal evidence concerning harms
and benefits arising from challenged conduct.�
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